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Editorial

The Bowden Contest:
This year it is intended to run the Bowden at North Luffenham on Sunday June 4th in
conjunction with the Free Flight Mini Nationals.

Further to the New Zealand Awatoto flying field disaster I reported last issue, here is a letter
from the ‘Propwash’ editor Barrie Russell.

Hello John,
Thank you for the contact and kind wishes. Yes it has been an unbelievable occasion. but we
will prevail, you live in a drain and you deal with the consequences. I drove through the area
yesterday for the first time and seeing the damage, and the piles of mud and forestry slash
was mind numbing. Our field in the distance looked emerald green and mostly clear but the
fences are loaded and most of our infra-structure is damaged. If we can get the access road
restored to useable then at least we’ll be able to fly but there won’t be much in the way of
facilities for a while. Amazingly our long drop toilet shed survived even though the rail bridge
800 meters downstream got taken out ! Sadly our clubroom/tractor shed was totally under
water so I suspect all inside including our tractor will be toast ! BUT we will survive, it will be
at least a couple of weeks before we can get access !

Barrie

Right, what have you got to read this issue?
 I set things off with a report on the revived indoor meetings at the Sneyd sports all in

Bloxwich. It’s good to have some indoor back in the Midlands.
 Our follower from the Czech Republic, Martin Hurda, features another of his models.

This time an R/C Minotaur. There is more to come from Martin as he has sent a pictorial
report on a vintage meeting which will kick off the June issue.

 Peter Hall has badgered another Coupe flyer into revealing his approach to coupe flying.
This time it’s non-other than Roger Wilkes who was one of the prime movers in setting
up the Southern Coupe League back in 2006.

 I’ve been digging into Wikipedia for weird aircraft and have come up with a real beauty,
The Wainfan FMX-4 Facetmobile. Must take a brave or barmy man to fly it.

 I have penned a report on the ‘Petit Classique de Brum’ which was flown at North
Luffenham. My report is mainly pictorial but the event CD Gavin Manion has also
provided a detailed report on the event.

 Joe Northrop has provided an extract from a 1937 Hobbies Annual, edited by FJ Camm,
which describes the making of a ‘Dirigible’. It is a horrendous project and I cannot
believe anyone could make it.

 Rachel and I visited the Scale Indoor Nationals held in the Wolverhampton University
Sports Hall and once again I report primarily in pictures.

 Interspersed throughout are the usual extracts from vintage aeromodelling magazines
giving a flavour of our hobby in the past.

 There are the usual regular features from the faithful contributors:
Nick Peppiatt with his look at indoor means of propulsion together with the latest on
the commercial compressed air front.
Roy Tiller continues to dive into his archive stock of vintage magazines.
Roger Newman, although still away from home, manages to provide his Monthly notes
and the usual three plans.

Editor
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Sneyd Indoors - John Andrews

The Midlands now has Indoor meetings again in the Sneyd sports hall Bloxwich, thanks to Peter
Thompson who has taken up the reins from Allen Price.
I paid a visit to their third meeting on Saturday 25th.March.

Attendance was good so it bodes well for future meetings

Our daughter lives in Bloxwich, so I deposit Rachel with her for the afternoon and then off to
Sneyd, which is only about a mile or so from our daughter Rebecca’s home.
I felt I was a little too unfit, with dodgy knees and general old age afflictions, to fly anything,
so it was spectator/photographer mode for me. Having said that I think next meeting I may
try to fly my old Legal Eagle which I first flew at the Boulby Indoor Nationals in 2013.

A few pictures of the afternoon

Colin Shepherd was flying his CO2 powered scaled down version of the Vic Smeed ‘Coquette’

There were one or two lightweights flown, This is a Pete Thompson’s design called ‘The 5 minuter’
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There were a few hang-ups but Allan Price
had a secret weapon. He had fixed a battery
powered fan to the end of his roach pole and
the formidable blast of air made short work
of hang-up recoveries.

On the next table to my seat was
this delightful scale model, I do not
know the aircraft nor the modeller
but the model flew superbly.

At close of play I returned to my
daughters for tea and later a glass
of wine and a Chinese takeaway.
After a quick flit down the M6 we
were home and dry after a good day
out.

John Andrews

Peter Thompson
the new organiser

surveys his attendees
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My Models No.5 - Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)

Minotaur 1951 (RC)
by Dick Twomey
40inch / 101mm

Engine: Classic diesel MP Jet 040
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Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)
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News Review - Model Aircraft March 1948

Model Aircraft March 1948
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone No.64 - Nick Peppiatt

Supercapacitor Power

Capacitor powered electric motor set up with charger Air Hogs ‘Cheetah’ with similar charger

In IIFE 62 (NC March 2023), I published a photo of an integral capacitor and motor unit that
was amongst the late Lindsey Smith’s effects.
Simon Rogers recognised this and wrote: -
‘I see in the latest New Clarion newsletter you have a picture of a motor and condenser that
you are trying to identify - you are right that it's from a ready to fly toy. I bought one about
20 years ago from a shop called the Gadget Shop [now long gone] it was about 12inch span and
made of a brightly coloured foam, mine was a purple fuselage with yellow wings and cost £5,
they flew well but lacked any duration because as soon as you removed the charging unit from
the model the motor started to run down, I'm sure with a bigger/better condenser you could
get a decent long run. I'm not sure who made them but the charger unit is very similar to the
ones you got with the Air-Hogs range of models so maybe they made them for the Gadget
Shop.’
Simon’s flying toy is now long gone, but he very kindly offered to send me the charger. This
uses four AA size batteries (6V), and after cleaning up some of the battery contacts, the
motor unit was soon running satisfactorily. The charger unit has the name ‘Lanard’ engraved on
it – this appears to be a supplier of toys from Hong Kong. An internet search also soon found
some examples of similar Air Hogs E-Chargers flying toys, an example of which is shown above.
According to the instructions on the back of the box, the capacitor is fully charged in 10 s.

Air Hogs Compressed Air Motors
Talking of Air Hogs, brings me to Lindsey Smith’s motley collection of compressed air motors.
I am quite familiar with CO2 motors, having acquired my first one nearly 50 y ago, but I have
had very little experience of compressed air motors. I briefly covered the Italian made Z
Model MM3 in Shed Times 6 (NC December 2021) and IIFE 50 (NC March 2022). Lindsey had
a number of these motors in various states, but no tank bottles.
Equally interesting are his Air Hogs motors. There are a couple of models fitted with a small
motor set up, which I have identified as coming from the Blue Sky ready to fly model.
In my view, the better of the two is the Hot Air, which I assume must be of Lindsey’s own
design. Last summer, I assembled it and gave it a test glide in the garden (not very wise!). It
seemed to be in a good state of trim, although I had to anchor the single leg U/C with some
epoxy and hold the compressed air tank in position in the fuselage with UHU POR. It was
essentially a friction fit in the nose former, increasing as it was pumped up.
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Lindsey Smith’s 24” wingspan Hot Air with Air Hogs Blue Sky compressed air power unit.

On a calm day I took it to the local rec. with a stirrup pump and showed it flies very nicely as
a sports model, although my charger fitting to the motor is rather crude and detaches itself
at around 40p.s.i. air pressure. I understand that these units can take up to 80p.s.i. There
appears to be a safety valve fitted to the motor.

Hot Air specifications
Span 24”, wing chord 5.25”, weight 65g, compressed air power unit weight 28g

Air Hogs Blue Sky foam plastic RTF, of 12” span, Various Air Hogs units, Blue Sky bottom.
with separate power unit on left. The top two larger units appear to have

similar motors and similar sized tanks.

There is some printing on the 95mm dia. propellers supplied with the Blue Sky units: - ‘2003
SPIN MASTER LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. MADE IN CHINA. PATENT NO. 6,626,079’
My assumption that this was a U.S. patent number proved to be correct. This is fortunate
because U.S. patents are freely available on the internet. The cylinder bore of this little motor
is around 5mm dia., stroke about 4mm and the unit is made of clear plastic. I had noticed that
the connecting rod and piston were made in one piece, but not much else. The patent
specification by inventors Geoffrey Rehkemper and Charles Hartlaub, both of Illinois, revealed
some clever features.
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The above is a copy of Figure 3 from Rehkemper and Hartlaub’s patent.
In the drawing, the crankshaft is at the top and the cylinder points down.
The drawings show various positions of the combined conrod and piston as the crankshaft
rotates.
There is a ball valve, 30, which lets in the compressed air when it is displaced to the left.
There is a cam, 34, which is part of the top of the piston that moves the ball.
In the working stroke, Figs 3A to 3D the ball is displaced to allow air in.
As the crankshaft reaches BDC, Fig 3E, contact with the ball is lost.
On the return stroke, Figs 3F to 3H, the geometry of the piston means that it loses full sealing
contact with the cylinder wall and the air trapped in the cylinder can bypass.
As the piston approaches TDC, the piston rotates and sealing contact is regained. In the actual
motor there appears to be a black rubber O-ring fitted onto the piston to provide the seal.

There is a plethora of patents referred to as prior art in US 6,626,079 B1, but, as yet, I have
not had the chance to investigate these.
This appears to be a remarkably clever and effective unit. I don’t know how long it was on the
market for, but it is a shame that it no longer appears to be produced. The photo of the various
Air Hogs units shows the Blue Sky compressed air system alongside some larger units. The
motors in these have floating pistons similar to the Z Model MM3, rather than the tilting
piston.

If any reader has further information on these plastic compressed air motors or is
interested in taking over part or all of this collection I would be delighted to hear from you

at nickpeppiatt@hotmail.co.uk

Burgess Hill Indoor Date
The date for the SE Area Competition & Funfly has been moved to Sunday 28th January 2024.

Nick Peppiatt
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Engine Analysis AM15 - Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59

Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59
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Couprofile No.11: Roger Wilkes - Peter Hall

Roger, you started the Southern Coupe League with Ted Tyson in 2006. You played a prominent
role in this until your move to Cornwall. Your main concern was and is, design development and
testing. You took part in many French competitions. Tell us something of your experience. Give
us some examples of your Coupe innovations.

Epsom to Moncontour and back
Around about 1989 whilst working in London I purchased a copy of ‘Aeromodeller’ at Waterloo Station on
my way home. I was intrigued to know whether free-flight flying was still happening. I had heard that radio
control had now become very popular on Epsom Downs and a new flying club had formed. Back in1952 I had
been a member of the Epsom Free-Flight Club together with Robin Wills who still flies there. We both
remember trimming models next to Surbiton club members, who were Peter Buskell, Dave Posner, Mike Gaster
and Vic Jays. All their models were superbly made and trimmed to perfection which enabled them to get into
the U.K. F1C power team. We were greatly inspired and lucky to get their expert advice on building and
trimming our models. Peter Buskell was helpful with my first free flight models. His hand-launched gliders
had interesting wing sections with steps in the upper surface which improved performance. Also flying at
Epsom was P.E. Norman with his interesting pendulum controlled models together with the first ducted fan
scale jets ever seen. O.F.W. Fisher was also there flying his tailless models and on one day he achieved a
world record launching from Epsom Downs. The fifties were a golden era for all things free flight but it is nice
to know that all B.M.F.A. members can still fly on the Downs with Epsom Downs Model Aircraft Club.

Many clubs trimmed at Chobham Common before the motorway was built across it and many free-flight
competitions were held there and several Crookham Contest Fliers attended, Gary Madaline, Fred Chiltern,
Dave Cox and Chris Edge flew regularly there and persuaded me to join their club. This got me into
competition flying starting with A1 glider. These models had solid foam hand-carved wings which performed
well but were quite heavy. My first competitions flown were at the B.M.F.A. Area meetings at Beaulieu.
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This was a good introduction because clubs from Croydon, Bournemouth and Bristol and West competed. It
was a chance to meet up with my old friend Peter King who like me had returned to free-flight flying after a
thirty year break. He suggested that I should design and build F1G and F1B class models which were a more
interesting aerodynamic challenge. We both built F1B’s first and compared performance details. Peter used
both VIW and VIT straight away as he had seen Alex Andruikov’s F1B models in the World Championships
in France. Interestingly enough Bob White won the championship flying a P.G.I. set- up with no functions.
Bob’s model, with low aspect ratio wings and stabiliser suited the hot and windy conditions of the day - rather
like flying in California.

My first models were P.G.I. pattern with built- up wings. They were competitive but didn’t get as high as Peter
King’s F1B’s. I then decided to design a torque activated trimming system that would control variable wing
and stabiliser incidence. Basically the wing incidence is changed by a lever connected to the motor peg moved
by the rubber’s torque. Fully wound motors activate a simple mechanism to move the left-hand wing trailing
edge upwards. Adjustable return springs are used and usually 2 to 3 degrees of incidence variation is used.
After launch motor torque provides movement for up to 20 seconds but this can be adjusted. Torque can vary
from different batches of rubber along with its run-down time. As wing decalage is directly linked to the
model’s thrust and speed a balanced aerodynamic efficiency and trim is achieved.
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VIT was also linked to the torque activated motor peg. Later models fully trimmed in France showed more
stability in the climb and finished at greater heights. The wings were now part blue foam with built up carbon
ribs and thin ‘D’ boxes. This helped the higher aspect ratio wings which now had six panels. These models
also had variable pitch Cyclon hubs with modified cams giving 10 degrees more pitch when the motor was
fully wound. This again helped performance and utilised motor torque. I then considered that maybe Coupe
d’ Hiver models might benefit from these systems so I simply scaled down the F1B torque variable wing
incidence system to fit. The first new Coupes had built -up balsa and carbon wings, but later models had blue
foam and thin carbon ‘D’ boxes. ( see header photo. ) These models trimmed out well and got in many fly-offs
at competitions. I also tried out variable cambered wings, hinged wing panels and small deflector flaps but
found VIW simpler and more reliable having no surface hinges. I used thin low-cambered wing sections similar
to Bob White’s and Peter King’s. The six panel wings were tapered with an aspect ratio of about 12:1. Model
types ‘A’ ‘B’ and ‘C’ are shown in the drawings.

Each year several English competitors would go to Moncontour in France where all the F.A.I. classes are
flown.

Many French, German, Dutch and Italian fliers would also support the Beauvoir sur Noir competition the
week before Moncontour. Being in August the weather was good, very hot around 2 - 3 p.m with very strong
thermals. The evenings were cool with still air perfect for last minute trimming.
Here you could see Europe’s best F1Bs and F1Gs fully trimmed. Here I met Anselmo Zeri and Pym Ruyter
who had won several international competitions. Their models were their own design and flew exceptionally
well. Pym Ruyter would have interchangeable wings on his F1Bs. He would assess the weather conditions at
the start of the competition and then select high or low aspect ratio wings to suit. Coupes would get very high
in the strong thermals and often not come down after the D.T. operated. I started losing my models in these
conditions and Pym Ruyter kindly lent me his retrieval system so I could carry on competing. Anselmo Zeri
answer to DT failure in strong thermals was to design a system where the wings folded up vertically above the
fuselage. This worked well, His later Coupes used larger wing areas and he found that the reduced wing
loading got the models higher and improved the glide. Wing sections became thinner in order to reduce drag
and wing tip vortices. Luckily Anselmo gave a B.M.F.A. lecture in1992 about his design approach to F1Gs.
This included wing area and configuration and his prop hub and blade design. The pitch distribution showed
that considerable wash in was used nearer to the hub. Seeing him compete in France was most interesting.
Motors were loaded into his fuselages then fixed at the front to the stooge. He would then pull out the motor
from the back and fully stretch it and hold for a timed period then reverse wind in the motor. He knew that this
method can produce different torque values and smoother and longer motor run -down times. The rear boom
with timer was then fitted and function lines clipped into place. He had amazing confidence and an ability to
always end up in the fly-offs.

Many interesting Coupe d’Hiver could be seen at Moncontour. Both Jacques Valery and Georges Matherat
produced very refined models. Jacques Valery’s models were well designed and he used a thin wing section
and the diagonal ribs were supported by a three-piece central spar. He used a delightful variable pitch prop.
with the outriggers pivoted behind a small nose cone which had angled slots. Motor torque would twist the
outriggers in the slots to give 8 degrees pitch variation. All his F1Gs and F1Bs had tapered wings and elliptical
stabilisers which had laminated balsa edges. The long booms had delightful large oval inverted fins and the
pylons were curved so that the models looked elegant in profile. Coupes had VIT and auto rudder and F1Bs
had these plus VIW. All were beautifully made and flew extremely well. George Matherat had been Coupe
champion in France during 1991. He had developed many successful Coupes over the years. His wife would
also fly Coupes and sometimes beat him to his great delight. His attention to detail was superb and his plans
and elevations for his ‘Les Trumaux’ Coupe for Schandel’s ‘Vol Libre’ are exquisite. George could build and
repair Coupes literally on site. He would sit at the back of his van with a workbench cutting balsa, glueing
and doping wings. Rubber motors would be sorted, lubricated and hung up all around his van, the happiest
Coupe competitor you could meet. He invited me to the French Nationals which was very enjoyable and where
I saw many French families flying Coupes. Certainly this class has proved to be very popular in Europe making
it easy for U.K. fliers to simply turn up and compete with their identical class F1G models.

Probably the most developed English Coupe was designed and made by Peter King of the Croydon club. He
had seen and analyzed the best coupes in Europe and knew what was needed in a good competitive model. He
used computer aided design to find the best aerodynamic requirements. His ‘Linda’ Mk. 8 model had VIT,
VIW, and auto-rudder. The wing and stabiliser were constructed of thin light carbon to minimise inertia. The
prop. blades were light because he was aware that on fold they might change the critical position of the C.G.
The wing and stabiliser incidence variations were carefully timed because a two position auto-rudder was
used. The C.G. position at 40% of the wing chord and its relation to the neutral point, the decalage and the
position of the turbulators were calculated. When fully trimmed this model would out perform any other F1G
in a fly-off.
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In America Coupes started to be flown and Bob White who had been very successful in F1B, developed a very
good Coupe based on his P.G.I. trim method. The wing area was small with geodetic construction so he could
use a very thin wing section. This reduced wing drag gave the model an impressive climb also helped by low
decalage. Stability was very good with a ‘V’ form twin-finned stabiliser. The wing section was very similar to
that used on Peter King’s model.

Around 1998 many more Coupes were being flown in the Area Meetings at Beaulieu. Several Croydon and
Bristol and West club members had good competitive models. This inspired Crookham members to improve
their models leading to successes at Beaulieu and Middle Wallop. In 1999 the Ripmax Coupe d’Hiver event at
Middle Wallop saw a record number of 74 entries in 80 gram F1G, 22 in 100 gram and 24 in Vintage Coupe.
Dave Hipperson was the Contest Director. This was a very enjoyable competition which showed that there
were many more Coupe fliers in the South than we had thought. The Crookham club now had several
competitive and enthusiastic Coupe fliers. I wondered why the Crookhan Gala had never had a Coupe
competition, so at the A.G.M. I suggested that a Southern Coupe League could be started at our Gala at Middle
Wallop in 2006. Ted Tyson supported the idea and said that many Southern fliers would be keen to compete at
Salisbury Plain, Odiham, Beaulieu, Oxford and Middle Wallop. Six Coupe competitions would qualify and a
points scoring system was established. I wrote to Free Flight News in 2006 to announce the inauguration of
the League and the first competition was at the Crookham Gala. Now in its seventeenth year the League has
proved very popular.
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The F1G class still gives us the challenge to design and produce original models, with or without trimming
functions, that we can compete with in wonderful European locations.

Peter Hall & Roger Wilkes
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller August 1956
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Aeromodeller August 1956
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The Wainfan FMX-4 Facetmobile - Wikipedia

An American homebuilt
aircraft designed by Barnaby
Wainfan, a Northrop
Grumman aerodynamicist
and homebuilt aircraft
engineer.
While only one Facetmobile
prototype was produced, it
has become well known due
to its unique nature. The
aircraft is unusual in that it is
a lifting body – the whole
aircraft acts as a low aspect
ratio wing: a flat, angular
lifting shape, unlike
traditional aircraft which use
distinct lift-generating wings
attached to a non-lifting
fuselage. Also notably the
aircraft's shape is formed of
a series of 11 flat surfaces,
somewhat similar to the
body of the F-117 Nighthawk
jet strike aircraft in using flat
plates, but without separate
wing structures. Although
aerodynamic efficiency is
reduced due to the simplistic
shaping, that shaping
reduces structural weight,
improving payload mass
fraction.

Design and development
Shape

The FMX-4 Facetmobile shape forms 11 flat planes, plus two wingtip rudders. Three flat shapes form
the bottom of the aircraft (slightly inclined front, flat middle, and sharply raised back), and eight form
the top (one large downwards-sloping rear section, one thin nose section, and three inclined side
panels per side). The wing section is an 18% thickness ratio, much thicker than the typical 12-15%
thickness of normal light aircraft wings. At least one commercial model airplane kit of the Facetmobile
is in production.
The prototype FMX-4 Facetmobile crashed on October 13, 1995, after an in-flight engine failure. The
aircraft landed at low speed into a barbed wire fence, which caused extensive skin, engine, and
some structural damage, though there was no injury to the pilot, Barnaby Wainfan. As of 2006, the
aircraft has been partially repaired but not flown again.

Structure
The Facetmobile structure is composed of 6061 aluminum tubing fastened with Cherrymax rivets.
The fuselage uses conventional fabric covering. The aircraft uses elevons and rudders for control.
The landing gear is a fixed tricycle type. The large windshield sections are augmented by two floor-
mounted windows. The aircraft is boarded through a bottom-mounted hatch. The aircraft has a BRS
parachute system installed.

Variants
Wainfan has proposed two derivative aircraft based on the FMX-4 Facetmobile.
FMX-5 Facetmobile, a larger 2-seat design using the same aluminum-tube-and-fabric construction.
An unnamed similar 2-seat design using advanced flat composite panel construction.
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Specifications (Facetmobile FMX-4)

General characteristic
Crew: 1 Length: 19 ft 6 in (5.94 m) Wingspan: 15 ft (4.6 m)
Wing area: 214 sq ft (19.9 m2) Empty weight: 370 lb (168 kg)
Gross weight: 740 lb (336 kg) Fuel capacity: 10-13 gallons

Powerplant: 1 × Rotax 503 DC , 50 hp (37 kW)
Propellers: 3-bladed GSC ground adjustable

Performance
Maximum speed: 96 kn (110 mph, 178 km/h) Cruise speed: 80 kn (92 mph, 150 km/h)

Rate of climb: 750 ft/min (3.8 m/s) Wing loading: 3.45 lb/sq ft (16.8 kg/m2)
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Wikipedia
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Petit Classique de Brum - John Andrews

Rachel and I motored up the A14 and off through Uppingham to North Luffenham on Sunday
May 17th to spectate at the ‘Petit Classique de Brum’. The weather was superb and as a result
the attendance was good. Early morning drift was a bit of a problem for the organisers and the
positioning of Control was a bit fluid at the start of proceedings.
Gavin Manion will be penning a detailed report on the event elsewhere in this issue so this
epistle of mine will be something of a pictorial review.

Tony Rushby piles on the turns on his last remaining Keil Kraft ‘Ace’ from a former fleet of five.

Then up and away she goes
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A couple of recovery options: the back pack or the electric bicycle

There were one or two Free Flight scale models around but I did not see any of them flying

One or two odd bods my camera captured:
Ray Elliot with E36 Electric; Bill Dennis a vintage coupe; Para-gliders were adjacent
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A couple of control desk jockeys, Gavin Manion on the left and Kris Best on the right

A couple of contestants tend their models

Fire it up then chuck it

John Andrews
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Model Dirigible - Joe Northrop

John, re your interest in Zeppelins I wondered if you have ever seen this Annual. It was edited
by F J Camm brother of Sydney and this man must have put more youngsters off Aeromodelling
than anyone. The effort he advocates going through to make this thing is incredible even down
to having to make the gas to inflate it. When it was all complete what was the youngster
expected to do with it surely not take it outside and release it. I recollect some years ago I
made a floatplane designed by this man and my all up flying weight was a good deal less than he
quoted and when I did a floatation test it sank. I had to set to and make larger floats which
makes me think that although he designed them, he never made them.

Article taken from Hobbies Annual by F.J.Camm dated circa 1937
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Joe Northrop
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Petit Classique de Brum, CD’s Report - Gavin Manion

2nd Petit Classique de Birmingham.
16th April 2023, MOD North Luffenham.

The day had been forecast well in advance as being just about “mint”. This may have prompted
many of last year’s attendees to go elsewhere for some valuable trimming time, indeed several
F1x flyers used the day at Luffenham for just that.
Early arrivals were greeted by a very unexpected North Westerly breeze off, and presumably
influenced by, the nearby Rutland Water.  By the official start time this had backed to WSW
where it remained all day. On a mainly bright and sunny day there was much more breeze than
had been forecast and, at 5-10mph, it was enough to take models which were high in lift into
some adjacent paddock areas. That said, many flyers spent their day happily within the airfield
boundaries and there were no reports of models being lost.
Overall entries were similar to previously, the exception being Classic A1, last year’s success
story, which had but four flying entries against eight in 2022.  Combined E36 and 1/2A was
well contested with a fly-off only averted when Steve Barnes’ RDT transmitter failed leaving
him unprepared to fly further. This necessitated a “DT-off-the-top” from Pete Watson to post
the required tie-break score.  Bob Garner was the victim of a fine climb into poor air on his
last flight, it disappeared behind a building to drop those vital two seconds. Barnes and Garner
both used 1/2A models but in truth Watson was in a different league with his E36 which seemed
untroubled by the reduced 8 second run and looked perfectly capable of maxing off very much
less. Other potential fly-offs were averted by Roger Heap managing to drop his first Classic
Glider flight by 10 seconds and, in Mini Vintage, Tony Rushby and Colin Foster dropped just 8
and 15 seconds respectively on their last flights.
Prize giving followed promptly after the fly-off and those with journeys ahead were happy to
leave the field for a drive home in daylight.
The raison d'être of the Classique (stop it!) is that it should be a low stress enjoyable day.  It
seemed that in the fine warm (ish) weather people were happy to be out and enjoying some
gentle competition. Enough people flew with enough intensity to make the event worthwhile and
it’s hoped that we’ll repeat it next year.
As ever if you flew, or nearly flew, please do make your suggestions for improvement to me at

gavin.manion84@gmail.com .

Steve Barnes
concentrates on the needle valve….

Colin Foster and his good lady
waiting for lift with Colin’s Classic A1
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Results:
Classique de Brum,  16th April 2022  MOD North Luffenham

Start 10:00 - Finish 16:00   Weather - WSW 5-10mph ,  dry,  12⁰C.

All Flights 120sec Max, E36 and 1/2A both 8s run, Classique Gliders 50m towline,
ONLY BEST SCORE SHOWN.

Classic A1

Entrant R1 R2 R3 Total Place

Pete WOODHOUSE 120 120 120 360 1

Colin FOSTER 120 120 65 305 2

Kris BEST 98 0 0 98 3

Stu DARMON 56 0 0 56

Stephen FIELDING DNF

Finally, and most importantly thanks to all who flew and also those who just came, chatted,
laughed and made the day a pleasure to be at.

Gavin Manion

Classic Glider
Entrant R1 R2 R3 Total Place

Colin FOSTER 120 120 120 360 1
Roger HEAP 110 120 120 350 2
Mike EDWARDS 74 85 120 279 3
Mike CHAPMAN 80 120 67 267 4
Gary PECK 83 53 120 256 5
Stu DARMON 120 54 0 174 6
Kris BEST 55 0 0 55 7

Pre 1970  Coupe D'hiver
Entrant R1 R2 R3 Total Place

Pete WOODHOUSE 120 102 102 324 1
Brian LAVIS 45 63 120 228 2
Bill DENNIS 113 26 79 218 3
Stephen FIELDING 118 0 0 118 4
Gary PECK DNF

Mini Vintage
Entrant R1 R2 R3 Total Place

Ken FAUX 120 120 120 360 1
Tony RUSHBY 120 120 112 352 2
Colin FOSTER 120 120 105 345 3
Dave RYALLS 78 0 0 78 4
Sue JOHNSON DNF

E36 + 1/2A Combined

Entrant R1 R2 R3 Total F/O Place

Peter WATSON 120 120 120 360 65 1

Steve BARNES* 120 120 120 360 0 2

Bob GARNER* 120 120 118 358 3

John COOPER 120 110 104 334 4

Gordon WARBURTON 103 102 116 321 5

Dave GINNS 89 120 73 282 6

Ray ELLIOTT 98 120 33 251 7

Gerry WILLIAMSON 96 54 0 150 8

*Flew 1/2A
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 147 Our earliest magazines, continued.
Next in the look at U.S.A. magazines we come to Popular Aviation, launched in August 1927,
given a short lived name change to Aeronautics from June 1929 to July 1930 and then retitled
to the original name. This was another magazine primarily concerned with man (or woman, that
being the extent of choice at the time) carrying machines. I have no evidence of the extent of
aeromodelling content in the earliest issues but I do have a list of Joe Ott and Jack Noble
designed model plans featured in the magazine, with a first date of February 1931 and for Paul
Lindberg designs, with a first date of February 1934. The plans featured were almost
exclusively for scale models, with “gas engine” models regularly appearing from 1938. There
was a further name change to Flying in January 1941 which I believe saw the end of any
aeromodelling content.
The earliest dated Popular Aviation item in the
library is a photocopy of the “Model
Department” pages featuring a “Fokker
Monoplane” designed by Joseph S. Ott. Plans are
given for building a 15” wingspan model. I have
not included the plans here but, as always, they
are available by email.

The earliest complete Popular Aviation magazine
in our collection is the issue of August 1934
which includes plans for building a 20” wingspan
model of the “Monocoupe D-145” designed by
Paul W. Lindberg.

The building instructions for these scale models
concentrate in some detail on the structure,
covering and the paint job but generally the only
reference to a flying model advises the use of a
propeller made with “fibre” blades, see the plan
above.

No advice at all on C of G or trimming, so the
conclusion must be that these plans are
primarily for the building of display models.
Looking for something more encouraging, I
found the issue of April 1937 with a Westland
Lysander on the front cover. This shows a nice
picture but the plan is clearly display only,
without the rubber motor hooks seen on the
earlier plans, so if you want the prop to rotate a
few turns, just give it a flick.
There must have been a change of policy in 1938
to permit the featuring of non-scale “gas engine”
flying models, most months there was a design
by Paul W. Lindberg including his “Sky Charger/Stick Gas Model” at 72” wingspan, “New Gas
Powered Model” 46” span, “Bumblebee” 28” span, “Jitterbug” 49” span, “Skycar” 40” span,
“Cloudbuster” 48” span, “Popular Aviation Special” 40” span,. “Gull Wing” 72” span, “Triplane”
30” span and “Puddle Jumper” 64” span.
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Pictures of some of these are shown below and plans, as they appear in the magazine, available
by email for any that you may wish to build.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Indoor Scale Nationals - John Andrews

Rachel and I spent the weekend 22nd/23rd April at the
Wolverhampton University Sports Hall, which is actually
in Walsall for some reason unknown, We were spectating
at the Indoor Scale Nationals, in the main, viewing from
the hall balcony.
We spent most of Saturday, which was R/C day, with
Martin Pike and son Rory and only visited the hall after
R/C close of play to watch the FF trimming session.

There were quite a number of events with 3 or 4 rounds and they were run in fixed time slots.
It was one flyer at a time for the majority of the events which meant a constant queue at the
pits entrance as competitors waited their turn.

Just a few random pictures..

View of the pits area
from the balcony vantage point

Ken Bates’s Cub
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We had a good couple of days out. Sorry I did not get a picture of the ‘Air Race’ this year but
come the time, Rachel had the camera and she was outside in the car having a snooze. It would
have made a good video with burst marker balloons and line entangles etc.
We had a good trip home, straight down the M6 and back in time for late lunch.

John Andrews

Tony Rushby
Electrically winding

Rory & Martin Pike
ready Martin’s entry

Unknown modellers in action on the floor
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Secretary’s Notes for May 2023 - Roger Newman

Time flies – maybe summer will arrive soon?
Due to various happenings, realisation dawned that I haven't yet renewed my Area 8 permit,
thus I am not aware of recent happenings on the Plain. However a short conversation with Ken
Brown reminded me that it has to be done & he also told me that he had been notified of
potential issues regarding use so I have to get up to date.  There does seem to be confusion
surrounding this topic. A quick conversation with Chris Redrup has clarified that – at present,
it seems the London Gala will go ahead as planned & that the Crookham Gala will also take place
on the scheduled date of 7th May.
However, it would be very prudent to check that future Area 8 events will be held on published
dates – best way is to look regularly at the BMFA FFTC web site news bulletins.

You will all probably be aware that poor weather led to a last minute cancellation of the Easter
Monday meeting of the Croydon Wakefield day, so very little to report on that front.
Whether it is possible to reschedule the event remains to be seen.

Looking ahead, our Cagnarata Day – likewise – is still on the calendar for 24th July.

On the indoor front, the intended last meeting of the season was very successfully held at
Totton with a good attendance. Again, I am grateful to Ken Brown for taking over the running
as I am still away from home. I say intended as Ken tells me that – due to popular demand he
has booked a date of 17th May as an extra day, so make a note. The advert in this NC has been
updated to reflect the addition. Ken has also made bookings for the winter season commencing
in Sept, so a new ad will be in the June NC for the first four meetings of the Autumn/Winter.
Welcome news for a change. By the way, apologies to anyone who phoned my home number &
left me a message – I'm not there at present. To make matters worse, I lost my mobile phone
recently – it was found outside full of water hence totally inoperable, so email is the only route
to contact me. Hopefully things will improve provided I can steel myself to get another mobile!

Following the inclusion of happenings in Holland in previous NC's I received a very nice email
which included several good pics from Toine Schoenmakers in Tilburg, The Netherlands which
is posted below.  Surprising how widespread we reach with the NC readership & very pleasing
as well. Says a great deal for the efforts of our esteemed Editor. Thank you Toine & John!

“Dear Roger,
As a member of the Dutch SAM Chapter (and monthly reader of your New Clarion) I was surprised to read
about the Dutch information in your March 2023 “Secretary’s Notes”.
First the very old pictures; the latest one was familiar for me, it was taken at Ermelo in 1939 during the Annular
Aeromodellers Week of the KNVvL (Royal Dutch Aeroclub).
Altough I am born in 1946, in the mid- sixties I was also participant at such an event several times.
My aviation activities started somewhere in 1957, and is still going on……………..:

- aeromodelling: two times Dutch Champion with Free Flight Scale models (1965 and 1966),
- gliding and technical servicing, homebuilding (Bensen B-8),
- vintage glider restauration (member Vintage Glider Club) and owner of an ex RAF Slingsby

T.31 Tandem Tutor.
The old picture on page 36 of the February issue of NC, shows Mr. Juste van Hattum, publisher of many many
articles, books and aeromodelling designs and well known also in the UK. In the picture also is the person
(builder and designer) from the flying wing PH-10 “Flierefluiter”, P. Napjus.

This recordholder model was published in “De Modelbouwer” spring 1939, complete with drawings, building
instructions and flight adjustments.
See my attachments.
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Left side, on the ground, is another famous Van Hattum design: “Havik” Wakefield (I build an electrified one
in 2007, see picture).
On top row: second from left: Ron Dijkman with twinboom glider “G-1” .
Another remarkable item is the drawing of the “Atakee” a design of the brothers Rob and Rudolf Das.
Highschool students in Aviation Technology in early 50’s, and later well known for their regular aviation
cutaway drawings of many new aeroplanes.
A special story is their publication of the cutaway drawing of the (that time) just developed and produced
“Supermarine Swift” jetplane !
This was declared as depending on corporate espionage……………
But their work was only based upon a precise studying of many pictures (and looking for rivet rows for
example) in combination with the given limited engine marks and specifications.
Their drawing intentions became my inspiration to become finally a highschool teacher in engineering !
If more information is desirable, please contact.
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Yours faithfully,, Toine Schoenmakers, Tilburg, Netherlands.”
Curiosity Corner

Whilst having an idle browse through the web recently, I came across a site with some
interesting models, inevitably from China. The model that caught my attention was a
Leprechaun Pro.
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Now readers will probably be aware of the
Leprechaun glider designed, built & flown by
the late Dick Twomey. Several examples of
this fine old large vintage glider have been
seen at Middle Wallop over the years.
The Leprechaun Pro looks to be a bit of a
take-off from the original Twomey design –
102” span (not 103”) & is an electric powered
RC glider. It does have some resemblance to
the original design as the pics below will indicate, but is it a Leprechaun – not really!
However, having seen some of the models that have come out of China in recent years, it is
likely that the build standard & quality is good. Ready built examples are apparently on sale
from a model shop in this country for around £170.

The real Leprechaun

A (quite small) range of models is produced by the Chinese Company. Whether other designs
are available in the UK is unknown. but the Chinese outfit is ValuePlanes & their website is:
www.valueplanes.com for anyone interested in looking further. The range includes a 1/3 scale
Tiger Moth & a ¼ scale Miles Hawk Major – all RC of course.

Roger Newman

Tiger Moth (image taken from website)

Leprechaun Pro
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Glider: Blue Note 4 – an FAI design by Andy Crisp

Power: Near Miss – take off of Swiss Miss from '50s
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Rubber: Eros – 1953 Vintage Coupe from Rene Jossien

Roger Newman
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!!!Additional Date: 17th May!!!
12.00 noon til 4.00pm
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Provisional Events Calendar 2023
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 26th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 12th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 26th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 7th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 10th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain
April 16th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 7th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 28th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June 4th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham
June18th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 9th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 23rd Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, Salisbury Plain
July 29th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 30th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 20th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 2nd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 3rd Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 17th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 8th Sunday Croydon Coupe Day + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain
October 15th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 28th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5th or 12th Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre

Dates for events are confirmed as: Croydon Wakefield Day 10th April; Crookham Gala 7th May; SAM 1066
Cagnarata Day RAF Colerne (provisional - subject to grant of licence) 23rd July; Croydon Coupe Day 8th Oct;
There will be a couple of SAM 1066 events on both Croydon days. All on Area 8 of SP.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com
Switzerland www.gummimotor.ch

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


